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Abstract — The objective of this study was to evaluate the estimation of the duodenal flow of microbial nitrogen (N) in ruminants fed forage only, per kilogram of dry matter (DM) intake, which is the
yield of microbial protein (YMP). The estimation was based on the chemical composition of forages.
A data file of 62 observations was collected from in vivo studies on cattle and sheep fed diets with forage only. A statistical analysis of YMP was conducted with neutral detergent fibre (NDF), crude protein (CP), non structural carbohydrates (NSC), group of forage species (legumes or grasses), method
of conservation, physical form of presentation, level of DM intake, animal species, methodology and
references as parameters. After a stepwise regression, CP was significant and the most important predictor. NSC or the method of conservation had an extra effect on YMP. On the basis of these three parameters the best fit equations were found and the influence of all parameters on YMP were
discussed. Using the data file of this study, the prediction of YMP from the PDI-system was also validated. The statistics of the validation of the PDI prediction were similar to the statistics of the equations from this study. In conclusion, the chemical composition of forages, with or without the method
of conservation, is a poor indication for the duodenal flow of microbial N (g·kg–1 DM intake) in ruminants
fed diets with forages only.
rumen / microbial nitrogen / legumes / grasses / prediction
Résumé — Estimation du flux d’azote microbien arrivant dans le duodénum à partir de la
composition chimique du fourrage chez le ruminant recevant une ration composée uniquement
de fourrage. L’objectif de cette revue bibliographique était d’évaluer la prévision du flux duodénal
d´azote microbien chez un ruminant recevant une ration composée d’un seul fourrage, par kilogramme
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de matière sèche (MS) ingérée, c’est-à-dire le rendement en azote microbien (RNM). La prévision a
été basée sur la composition chimique des fourrages. Un ensemble de données comprenant 62 observations a été constitué en sélectionnant les études in vivo sur bovins et moutons alimentés avec un seul
fourrage. L’analyse statistique a porté sur la relation entre RNM et différents paramètres : teneur en
glucides pariétaux (NDF), teneur en Matières Azotées Totales (MAT), teneur en glucides non-pariétaux (GLU), famille botanique (légumineuses ou graminées), méthode de conservation, forme physique de présentation, quantité de MS ingérée, espèce animale, méthode de mesure et références.
Après la régression « stepwise », l’effet de la teneur en MAT a été significatif et le plus important.
GLU comme la méthode de conservation ont eu un effet supplémentaire sur RNM. À partir de ces
3 paramètres, les équations de prédiction sont proposées. Les paramètres statistiques des équations et
l’influence des différents critères de prévision du RNM sont discutés. À partir de cette base de données, la prévision du RNM du système PDI était validée aussi. Les paramètres statistiques de la validation du système PDI étaient similaires aux paramètres statistiques des équations de cette revue
bibliographique. En conclusion, la composition chimique d’un fourrage, avec ou sans la méthode de
conservation, est une pauvre indication pour le flux duodénal d’azote microbien (en g·kg–1 MS ingérée) chez le ruminant recevant une ration composée uniquement de fourrage.
rumen / azote microbien / légumineuses / graminées / prévision

1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this literature review
was to evaluate the protein digestion in ruminants measured by in vivo experiments.
This evaluation was done as a part of the revision of the feed protein evaluation system
in France, PDI [62]. The amount of microbial protein synthesised in the rumen is of
importance in this system and is on average
64% of the flow of protein to the duodenum
in ruminants consuming forage diets. The
quality of microbial protein is quite constant and high because of their amino acid
profile [9, 38]. However microbial protein
flowing out of the rumen can vary, depending on factors like forage species, physiological stage, method of conservation and
physical processing of forages [38].
Microbial protein flow has been predicted by the daily intake of dry matter
(DM) or organic matter (OM) [9, 44, 49] or,
more precisely, based on an index of organic matter fermented in the rumen
(FOM), which is used in the French
PDI-system [62] and the Dutch DVE/
OEB-system [54]. However the intake of
DM or OM is a rough predictor, FOM is estimated from OM digested in the total digestive tract and both predictors comprise

rumen available nitrogen as well as carbohydrates.
Microbial growth depends on the
amount and availability of nitrogen and energy, supplied by the non structural and
structural carbohydrates in feed [9, 51].
Structural carbohydrates can be represented by neutral detergent fibre (NDF) and
has supplemental effects on microbial
growth in the rumen [58]. NDF content in
feed DM also affects the rate of carbohydrate digestion, which is the major factor
controlling the amount of energy available
for microbial growth in the rumen [27, 58].
A lower NDF content is accompanied by
higher concentrations of non structural carbohydrates (NSC) and crude protein (CP).
CP favourably improves the efficiency of
microbial growth as long as nitrogen is not
limiting and protein is not used as a source
of energy [9, 51].
When contributions of these different
chemical components of forage DM (CP,
NDF and NSC) to the synthesis of microbial protein are known, the estimation of the
duodenal flow of microbial nitrogen (N)
can be made. The importance of NDF in the
estimation of the duodenal flow of microbial N has been shown by Oldick et al. [44],
who estimated the daily flow of microbial
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N to the duodenum on the base of DM intake and NDF content. Because DM intake
explains the major part of the daily duodenal flow of microbial protein [9, 49], the
prediction of this flow will be more refined
when it is estimated per kilogram of DM intake.
The estimation of the duodenal flow of
microbial N in ruminants, fed forages only,
from the chemical composition of forages
and in gram per kg of DM intake is another
approach compared to the calculations of
the flow of microbial N from the PDI– or
DVE/OEB-system [54, 62]. The objective
of this study was to evaluate this approach
and to validate the calculations from the
PDI-system, using a database from the literature. Because concentrates or ground
forages have a great effect on the duodenal
flow of microbial protein [18, 38], the selected in vivo data were from diets containing chopped or long forages only. The
duodenal microbial flow per kg of DM intake is called hereafter the yield of microbial protein (YMP).
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Data file generation
A data file containing 62 observations
was generated from 34 studies published
during the last thirty years [2, 3, 5–8, 16, 17,
20, 21, 24–26, 28–36, 39, 41–43, 45, 46, 52,
53, 55, 56, 60, 61]. The 62 observations
contain 27 observations with legumes (lucerne: 19 and clovers: 8) and 35 observations with grasses (Lolium perenne: 14,
Dactylus glomerata: 4 and other grasses:
17).
The experiments with sheep and cattle
with cannula in the rumen and in the
abomasum or in the proximal duodenum
and with a clear description of the experimental conditions were selected. All selected publications contain data of the flow
of microbial N to the duodenum and the
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chemical composition of feed DM, at least
CP (g·kg–1 DM) and NDF (g·kg–1 DM). The
determination of NDF was done according
to the different techniques of Van Soest
et al. [23, 48, 58, 59] and the determination
of CP was done with the Kjeldahl method.
Non structural carbohydrate (NSC, g·kg–1
DM) was calculated as OM minus CP minus NDF. As a consequence of this calculation, NSC also comprise low concentrations
of lipids [1], which have a small contribution
to the energy delivered to microbial digestion [13].
Other parameters, which might have an
effect on YMP and which were clearly described in the publications, were also collected for the estimation of YMP in
addition to the main chemical components
(CP and NDF) in the analyses (Tabs. I and
II). The forages were grouped in legumes
and grasses and were not represented by the
forage species in the analyses because of
the low numbers of data for each species.
Data on the method of conservation (fresh,
hay or artificially dried forage and silage),
physical form of presentation (chopped or
long), the level of dry matter intake (DMI, g
DM·kg–1 body weight) and animal species
(sheep or cattle) were also collected. The
stage of maturity, which is a characteristic
of the forages, could not be used in the analyses, since it was not given precisely in the
publications. However, the chemical composition of forages are well related to the
stage of maturity of the forages [38].
2.2. Description of the data file
The chemical components (CP, NDF
and NSC) well differentiated legumes and
grasses (Tab. II). Although the ranges of
these chemical components in the groups of
legumes and grasses were wide, the values
in the ranges were continuously distributed.
However, the analysis of the difference between these two groups of forages might be
biased by the parameter animal species, because experiments on legumes were mainly
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done with sheep and experiments on
grasses with cattle (Tab. I).
On the contrary to the duodenal flow of
non ammonia N per kilogram of DM intake
(NAN), the duodenal flow of microbial N,
expressed as YMP and as EMPS (efficiency
of microbial protein synthesis: g duodenal
flow of microbial N per kg OM apparently
digested in the rumen), was significantly
different between legumes and grasses
(Tab. II). The mean values of YMP and
EMPS in the data file were lower for
grasses than for legumes. The variation in
YMP was less large than the variation in
EMPS.
2.3. Statistics
GenStat [22] was used to statistically
analyse the data file and to find the best fit
equation for the estimation of YMP and
NAN from the chemical composition and
the other collected parameters. The parameter method of conservation (MC) contained only 2 classes, fresh forages and
others, because YMP was significantly different (P < 0.05) between fresh forages and
other methods of conservation, but no significant differences were found between
the other methods of conservation in the
range of NDF content of 400 to 550 g·kg–1

DM (Mean values for YMP (± SE) were:
15.4 (1.27) for fresh forages (n = 8), 12.0
(0.96) for hay and dried forages (n = 11) and
11.9 (0.93) for silage (n = 12)). NAN was
not significantly different for these methods of conservation.
To account for the variation among experiments or studies used in the data file,
the parameters methodology and references were included in the analyses. In the
analysis of YMP, 4 classes of methodology
were composed on the basis of the marker
to measure microbial protein and on the basis of the method of measurement of the duodenal flow, with one or two flow markers
and with a different type of duodenal cannula (Tab. III). In the analysis of NAN,
3 classes of methodology were composed
on the basis of the measurement of the duodenal flow (Tab. III). The parameter references (n = 34) represent the 34 studies used
in the data file.
At first the RCHECK procedure of
GenStat was used to check the normal distribution of the data in the file. The correlation coefficients between the chemical
components, the other parameters, YMP,
NAN, DM intake per day (DMd) and the
duodenal flow of microbial N per
day (Mday) were calculated with the
CORRELATE procedure.

Table I. Description of the data file: numbers of forages, legumes and grasses in each class of parameters: method of conservation, physical form of presentation and animal species.
Total

Method of conservation
Fresh Hay/drieda Silage

Physical form
of presentation

Animal species

Chopped

Long

Sheep

Cattle

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

All forages

62

14

31

17

30

32

27

35

Legumes

27

3

16

8

13

14

22

5

Grasses

35

11

15

9

17

18

5

30

a Artificially

dried forages.
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Table II. Description of the data file: the values of CP content (g·kg–1 DM), NDF content (g·kg–1
DM), NSC content (g·kg–1 DM), DMI (g DM intake·kg–1 BW) and the values of the duodenal flow of
microbial N, YMP (g·kg–1 DM intake) and EMPS (g·kg–1 OM apparently digested in the rumen) and
the duodenal flow of non ammonia N (NAN, g·kg–1 DM intake) in forages, legumes and grasses.
All forages

Legumes

Grasses

50–275

131–275

50–250

CP

Range
Mean (SE)

159 (6.8)

190 (8.8)

137 (8.8)

NDF

Range

298–845

298–664

331–845

534 (18.1)

458 (16.8)

593 (25.4)

23–370

105–365

23–370

Mean (SE)
NSC

Range
Mean (SE)

210 (12.3)

249 (10.0)

180 (18.9)

DMI

Range

10.3–30.9

10.3–30.9

10.3–30.3

Mean (SE)

20.5 (0.77)

21.3 (1.10)

19.8 (1.06)

3.4–20.8

6.0–20.8

3.4–18.7

11.6 (0.52)

13.0 (0.73)

10.4 (0.68)

YMP

Range
Mean (SE)

EMPS

Range
Mean (SE)

NAN

Range
Mean (SE)

5.4–55.9

8.7–55.9

5.4–50.9

26.3 (1.35)

30.7 (2.10)

22.8 (1.55)

8.5–34.8

8.5–33.9

10.7–34.8

20.7 (0.74)

21.4 (1.02)

20.1 (1.05)

Difference
legume-grass
P < 0.0001
P < 0.0001
P < 0.005
NSa
P < 0.005
P < 0.005
NSa

a Not significant (P

> 0.1); CP: crude protein, NDF: neutral detergent fibre, NSC: non structural carbohydrates,
DMI: dry matter intake, YMP: yield of microbial protein, EMPS: efficiency of microbial protein synthesis,
NAN: non ammonia N.

Candidate equations to estimate YMP
were found by using stepwise regression
and the FIT procedure. To reduce
overparameterisation and multicollinearity
in the model, two selections of predictors
were done before the regression procedure.
At first, the candidate models were composed from the chemical components and
their quadratic terms, using the RSELECT
procedure. This procedure calculates the
Mallow Cp and selects predictors on the
base of the residual sum of squares and the
number of predictors. Secondly, the other
parameters were added individually to the
candidate models using the FIT procedure
to find out which parameters and interactions could be significant in each candidate
model.

Yijklmno = β0 + β1Ci + β2Dj + Ek + β3CDl
+ β4 CEm + β5DEn + ε ijklmno

(1)

where Yijklmno = YMP or NAN; Ci or Dj =
chemical components, NDF (g·kg–1 DM),
CP (g·kg–1 DM) or NSC (g·kg–1 DM); Ek =
one of the parameters (group of forage species, method of conservation, physical form
of presentation, animal species, methodology, DMI or references); CDl, CEm and
DEn = interactions between chemical components and the added parameter; β0 to 5 =
regression coefficients; ε ijklmno = residual
errors.
A stepwise regression analysis of YMP
and NAN was done using the candidate models with the chemical components, using the
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Table III. The description of the classes of the factor methodology used in the statistical analyses of
the duodenal flow of microbial N (YMP, g·kg–1 DM intake) and of non ammonia N (NAN, g·kg–1 DM
intake).
Classes

Microbial marker

n

Number of markers used
for flow measurement

Type of duodenal
cannula

n

Purine in digesta

32

One

+

Simple

21

One

+

Re-entrant

9

Two

+

Simple

2

One

+

Simple

4

Two

+

Simple

9

One

+

Re-entrant

9

Two

+

Simple

1

Two

+

Simple

7

YMP
1

2

DAPA
(diaminopimelic acid)

35S

3

4

(sulfur)

Amino acid profile,
RNA, Cytosine

13

10

7

NAN
1

–

Two

+

Simple

19

2

–

One

+

Simple

25

3

–

One

+

Re-entrant

18

For abbreviations, see Table II.

parameters, which were significant in
model 1, and using the parameters, which
had a significant interaction with a chemical component in model 1.
Yijklmnopqrs =
β0 +β1Ci + β2Dj + Ek + Fl + β3CDm
+ β4 CEn + β5DEo + β6 CFp + β7DFq
+ β8EFr + ε ijklmnopqrs

(2)

where Yijklmnopqrs = YMP or NAN; Ci or Dj =
chemical components, NDF (g·kg–1 DM),
CP (g·kg–1 DM) or NSC (g·kg–1 DM); Ek or

Fl = parameters (group of forage species,
method of conservation, physical form of
presentation, animal species, methodology,
DMI or references); CDm, CEn, DEo, CFp,
DFq, EFr = interactions between chemical
components and parameters; β0 to 8 = regression coefficients; and ε ijklmnopqrs = residual
errors.
Overparameterisation was reduced using
only two-way interactions. Multicollinearity
in the final candidate models was evaluated
by calculating the contribution of each variable to the sum of the squares (regression).
Based on these procedures, candidate
equations to estimate YMP and NAN were
composed. R2 (determination coefficient)
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and the probabilities of the equations and
the estimates were calculated.
The difference between the observed
and predicted (estimated) flows was calculated as the mean square prediction error (MSPE), according to Bibby and
Toutenberg [4]:
MSPE = 1/n Σ( O-P)2

(3)

O is the observed value and P is the predicted value and n is the number of observations. The square root of MSPE expressed
as the percentage of the observed mean is
used as a measure of the prediction error.
MSPE was decomposed into the error in
central tendency (bias), error due to regression (deviation from regression being one)
and error due to disturbances (unexplained
variation) [4].
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These statistical parameters were used
to find the best fit equations out of the candidate equations. A decreased R2 and an increased prediction error of the predictions
of YMP and NAN could be expected, because of the high number of variation factors and the small number of available data.
Therefore, the best fit equations were
also compared according to a method proposed by Mitchell [39]. The essence of this
method is that 95% of the deviations, calculated as predicted minus observed values,
are within the envelope of acceptable precision. The limits of this envelope can be defined with reference to the purpose of the
model. In this study, SD (standard deviation) of YMP and NAN in the data file were
used as limits. Also the limits 1.2*SD and
1.5*SD were used, because it is unreasonable to expect the model to perform as well
as the in vivo data [39].

Table IV. Correlation coefficients (P < 0.05) between CP (g·kg–1 DM), NDF (g·kg–1 DM), NSC
(g·kg–1 DM), DM intake (DMI, g DM intake·kg–1 BW), daily DMI (DMd, g DM intake·d–1), references (ref.), animal species (ani.), group of forage species (for.), method of conservation (MC), physical form of presentation (pre.), methodology (met.) and duodenal flow of microbial N, g·kg–1 DM
intake (YMP) or g·d–1 (Mday) and duodenal flow of non ammonia N, g·kg–1 DM intake (NAN).
CP
CP

NDF NSC DMI DMd

ref.

ani.

for.

MC

pre.

met. YMP Mday

x

NDF

0.78

x

NSC

0.48

0.91

x

DMI

0.41

0.53

0.42

x

DMd

NSa

NSa

NSa

0.27

x

ref.

NSa

NSa

NSa

0.32

0.35

x

ani.

0.46

0.39

0.25

0.14

0.77

NSa

x

for.

0.50

0.46

0.33

NSa

0.56

NSa

0.66

x

MC

0.50

0.23

0.20

0.47

0.67

0.25

0.38

0.20

x

pre.

NSa

NSa

NSa

NSa

NSa

NSa

NSa

NSa

0.35

x

NSa

0.19

NSa

0.26

NSa

x

NSa

NSa

0.29

0.22

NSa

0.25

x

NSa

NSa

0.41

0.51

NSa

0.67

NSa

NSa

0.40

x

met.

0.36

0.41

0.35

0.28

NSa

YMP

0.50

0.49

0.41

0.29

NSa

0.29

0.27

NSa

0.33

0.63

0.41

NAN

0.60

0.49

0.30

0.14

NSa

Mday

NSa

NSa

NSa

0.31

0.92

a

Not significant (P > 0.05); for abbreviations, see Table II.
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3. RESULTS
The duodenal flow of microbial N per
day was correlated with the daily dry matter
intake (Tab. IV). In the statistical analysis
of this flow, the parameters, references or
methodology, were significant (P < 0.05).
These parameters were also significant
(P < 0.001) in the analysis of NAN, which
was correlated with CP (Tab. IV). Because
these parameters were not significant in
models to predict YMP, the results are focussed on YMP.
YMP was normal distributed and had
the highest correlation coefficients with the

chemical components, CP, NDF and NSC
(Tab. IV). The candidate models for the estimation of YMP were based on CP or CP2,
with or without NDF, NDF2, NSC or NSC2
(Tab. V). NDF and NSC, which were correlated, could replace each other. NSC would
be more supplemental to CP in the prediction of YMP, because the correlation coefficient between CP and NSC was lower than
between CP and NDF.
In the candidate models with CP2 or CP
plus CP2 the parameter, method of conservation, tended to be significant (P < 0.1)
(Tab. V). In the candidate models with CP
plus NSC2 or CP2 plus NSC2 the parameter,

Table V. Candidate models with chemical components of forages, CP (g·kg–1 DM), NDF (g·kg–1
DM) or NSC (g·kg–1 DM), significant parameters (group of forage species, method of conservation,
physical form of presentation, animal species, methodology, references or DMI) to predict the duodenal flow of microbial N (YMP, g·kg–1 DM intake), significant interactions between these chemical
components and parameters and the results of stepwise regression of the candidate models inclusive
of the significant parameters and parameters from significant interactions.
Candidate
models

Significant parameters

Significant interactions
(P < 0.05)

CP

Result of stepwise
regression
CP

CP + NDF

NDF * references

CP + NDF + references
+ interactions

CP + NSC

NSC * references
NSC * animal species

CP + NSC + references
+ animal species + interactions

CP2

method of conservation
(P < 0.1)

CP2

CP + CP2

method of conservation
(P < 0.1)

CP2

CP2 + NSC

NSC * references
NSC * animal species

CP2 + NSC + references +
animal species + interactions

group of forage species
(P < 0.1)

NSC2 * group of forage
species

CP + NSC2 + interactions
with group of forage species

CP2 + NSC2 group of forage species
(P < 0.1)

NSC2 * group of forage
species

CP2 + NSC2 + interactions
with group of forage species

CP2 + NDF

NDF * references

CP2 + NDF + references
+ interactions

CP + NDF2

NDF2 * animal species
NDF2 * methodology

CP + NDF2 + animal species
+ methodology + interactions

CP + NSC2

CP2 + NDF2
For abbreviations, see Table II.

CP2
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group of forage species, tended to be significant (P < 0.1), although the interactions
between the group of forage species and
these chemical components were significant (P < 0.05) (Tab. V).
In all candidate models CP or CP2 were
significant after stepwise regression
(Tab. V). Most candidate models could not
be used, because the parameters, references
or methodology were significant after stepwise regression. These parameters were not
significant in the models with CP, CP2, CP2
plus MC, CP plus NSC2 and with CP2 plus
NSC2. Neither the prediction with CP2 nor
the prediction with CP2 plus MC or NSC2
were better than the prediction with only
CP (Tab. VI). In these models, MSPE were
for 100% due to the disturbance and the
probability of the estimates, MC or NSC2,
tended to be significant (P < 0.1).
Nevertheless a model with CP2 plus MC
or NSC2 tended to predict YMP more precisely than a model with only CP, because
these models had a higher percentage of deviations (predicted minus observed values)
within the envelope of acceptable precision
with limits of 1.5*SD (Tab. VII, Figs. 1a
and 1b).
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CP2 and MC were almost orthogonal,
because the sum of the squares (regression)
of the model with CP2 plus MC was 313,
with only CP2 was 275 and with only MC
was 68, as well as regression coefficients of
CP2 were similar between the model with
CP2 plus MC and the model with CP2. The
parameter group of forage species did not
improve the model with CP2 plus NSC2 because of multicollinearity and interactions
with CP2 or NSC2.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Duodenal flow of microbial protein
and chemical components
CP was the most important chemical
component in the estimation of YMP. CP
expresses the availability of N for the microbes in the rumen and is positively related
to YMP and EMPS as long as nitrogen is
not limiting and the protein is not used as a
source of energy [9, 32]. NSC had an extra
effect on YMP, because of the energy supply. An increasing amount of available
NSC in the rumen can prevent the use of CP
as a source of energy for microbial growth.

Table VI. Candidate equations (P < 0.001) to estimate the duodenal flow of microbial N (YMP, g·kg–1
DM intake) composed from candidate models and parameters in Table V.
nr.
1.

Equation
P estimate 5.33 + 0.0393 * CP

R2

Prediction error (%)

0.25

30

0.26

30

0.28

29

0.29

29

P estimate < 0.05 < 0.05
2.

P estimate 8.06 + 0.000125 * CP2
P estimate < 0.05 < 0.05

3.

P estimate 7.80 + 0.000119 * CP2 + 1.89 for fresh forage
a

+ 0 for other MC
P estimate < 0.05 < 0.05
4.

P estimat e 7.04 + 0.000103 * CP + 0.000025 * NSC2
P estimate < 0.05 < 0.05

a

< 0.1
2

< 0.1

MC = method of conservation; for abbreviations, see Table II.
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Table VII. Comparison of predictions of the duodenal flow of microbial N (YMP, g·kg–1 DM intake):
equations of Table VI and the calculation from the PDI-system [(FOM*23.2 microbial N (g·kg–1
FOM))/DM intake (kg·d–1)]. Comparison is based on the % of deviations (predicted flows minus observed flows) inside the envelope of acceptable precision with different limits: 4.1 (= SD of observed
flows), 4.9 (1.2*SD) and 6 (1.5*SD).
% of deviations inside the envelope of acceptable precision

Prediction
Equation 1
Equation 3

limit = +/– 4.1

limit = +/– 4.9

limit = +/– 6.0

81

84

89

76

85

94

5.33 + 0.0393 * CP
CP2

7.80 + 0.000119 *
+ 1.89 for fresh forage
+ 0 for other MCa

2

Equation 4

7.04 + 0.000103 * CP
+ 0.000025 * NSC2

77

87

92

PDI-system

calculation from
the PDI-system

75

82

86

a

MC = method of conservation; for abbreviations, see Table II; FOM: fermentable organic matter.

However, NSC can have a negative influence on the rumen function [9, 58]. No limiting effect of NSC on YMP was found in
this study, which was a consequence of the
use of rations with only forages.
NSC could be replaced by NDF in the
prediction of YMP. NDF is important for
the rumen function and environment, because NDF does not only have a mechanical function, stimulating rumination and
forming a mat in the rumen, but also a biochemical function because of the stimulation of salivation and the buffering capacity
[58]. NDF had a decreasing effect on YMP,
because a low concentration of NDF in dry
matter coincides with a high digestibility of
forages and high concentrations of NSC
and CP in dry matter. Parallel to this, a low
concentration of NDF in DM means a high
digestion rate of NDF [49], which affects
the rate of digestion of carbohydrates [58].
NDF content is also an indicator for the maturity of forages and for the difference between legumes and grasses [38].

4.2. Duodenal flow of microbial protein
and other parameters
When MC was included in the model
with CP2, the prediction of YMP was more
precise. MC has different effects on the microbial protein synthesis in the rumen. The
duodenal flow of microbial protein was
higher for fresh forages than for other methods of conservation, which agreed with the
observations of Holden et al. [26] in an
experiment with dairy cows fed Orchard
grass. The lower values for silage is a
consequence of its lower proportions of
water-soluble carbohydrates [12]. These
carbohydrates are energy, which is rapidly
available for the microbial growth in the rumen. The lower values for hay and dried
forages may be the result of a decreased rate
of ruminal degradation of dietary CP, which
diminished the availability of N for microbes in the rumen [38].
A group of forage species tended to have
an effect on YMP, but had interactions with
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Figure 1. (a, b, c) The deviations (predicted flows minus observed flows) of the predictions of the duodenal flow of microbial N (YMP: g·kg–1 DM intake): a. and b., respectively, equation 1 and 3
(Tab. VII); c. the calculation from the PDI-system [(FOM*23.2 microbial N (g·kg–1 FOM))/DM
intake (kg·d–1)]. (--- = limits of envelope of acceptable precision: +/– 6).
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CP2 and NSC2. The reason for these interactions is that the content of these chemical
components as well as YMP differed significantly between legumes and grasses
(Tab. II). Another reason can be a different
slope in the effect of CP content or NSC
content on YMP between legumes and
grasses, because legumes have a lower digestibility of the cell walls than grasses
[38]. This difference was not significant in
this study because of the small numbers in
the data file.
In some models, animal species were significant in the prediction of YMP (Tab. V).
These models were not useful, because references or methodology were also significant. A difference in YMP between cattle
and sheep was expected, because they differ in rumen digestion and passage rates
[11, 47].
It is noteworthy that the other parameters, which were not significant in the prediction of YMP, may also influence the
rates of degradation and passage in the rumen. These parameters, such as the physical form of presentation and DMI, are
known to influence microbial protein synthesis. Chopping has a positive effect on
DMI through a decreased fill effect and an
increased passage rate [10, 15, 37]. The efficiency of microbial protein synthesis is
positively related to the rumen passage rate
as a result of the reducing internal turnover
of microbes and reducing maintenance cost
for bacterial growth [58, 63]. The effect of
DMI on the passage rate may partly be represented by NDF in the prediction equations, since NDF content is well related to
DMI and gastrointestinal fill [57]. However, the influence of chopping and DMI
would have been greater, if the data file did
contain diets with ground forages and no restricted DMI (90% of ad lib).
The parameter methodology was significant in some models. The main differences
between in vivo trials originate from the
variation in the methods used for measuring
duodenal flow and partitioning protein in

microbial versus dietary origin [18, 19, 51].
The parameter references were also significant in some models, due to the heterogeneous origin of the data.
The statistical parameters were poor, the
percentages of deviations of the predictions
within the envelope of acceptable precision
were lower than 95%, R2 was low and the
prediction error or coefficient of variation
(CV) was high. CV was about 30% and
close to the CV (26.3%) of the best fit equation of Oldick et al. [44]. This equation estimates the daily duodenal flow of microbial
N from DMI and NDF and is composed on
the basis of a data file containing 213 treatments with cattle fed mixed rations.
4.3. Validation of the PDI-system
The statistics of the validation of the calculation from the PDI-system [62] were
compared with the statistics of the regressions from this study on the data file of the
present study. The PDI calculation was
composed using a data file with sheep and
cattle and mixed diets and the duodenal
flow of microbial N (g·d–1) was calculated
as FOM*23.2 microbial N (g·kg–1 FOM).
FOM is fermentable OM calculated from
OM digested in the total tract (DOM) minus
bypass protein, volatile fatty acids and alcohol in silage, and lipids. The values of the
PDI calculation were divided with the daily
DM intake (kg·d–1), to obtain the duodenal
flow of microbial N per kg of DM intake.
This calculation excludes the great effect of
the daily intake of DM or OM on the daily
flow of microbial N (Tab. IV).
When the values of the PDI calculation
were related to the YMP values of the data
file, R2 was very low (0.10), the prediction
error was 36% and MSPE was 92% due to
disturbance. The percentage of deviations
inside the envelope of acceptable precision
[40] was also lower than 95% (Tab. VII,
Fig. 1c). Generally the statistics of the validation of the PDI calculation were similar
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to the statistics of the regressions from this
study.

[3]

[4]

5. CONCLUSION
[5]

The chemical composition of forages,
with or without the method of conservation,
is a poor indication for the duodenal flow of
microbial N per kg DM intake (YMP) in ruminants fed diets with forages only. The
precision of the validation of the PDI prediction was close to the precision of the regressions of YMP from this study. The
equations from this study need validations
with other independent data sets.
Predicting YMP, the yield of microbial
protein, is more difficult than the prediction
of the daily duodenal flow of microbial protein from DM intake. The prediction of
YMP partly implies EMPS, which depends
on quantitative, qualitative and dynamic
factors of animal and dietary origin. These
factors are necessary to improve the predictions of this study and their precision. To integrate all these factors to predict the
duodenal flow of microbial N per day or per
kg of DM intake, mechanistic rumen models are proposed [14, 50].
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